USE OUR POWER FOR GOOD

GREEN POWER PASS
“Iron Mountain’s Green Power Pass is an exciting breakthrough for the data center industry and a wonderful demonstration of the power of collaboration between industry and NGO’s. By being the first product that uses the Future of Internet Power Requirements for Supplier-Procured Renewable Energy, Iron Mountain is showing the way for data center customers to easily access green electricity. Now all colocation and cloud customers of any size can be part of the movement to increase demand and help realize the goal of an internet powered by 100% renewable energy.”

MIRANDA BALLENTINE
CEO - Renewable Energy Buyers Alliance
GREEN POWER PASS

THE FASTEST, EASIEST, AND LOWEST-COST WAY TO ACHIEVE YOUR RENEWABLE ENERGY, CARBON REDUCTION AND OTHER SUSTAINABILITY GOALS.

WHAT IS A GREEN POWER PASS?

The first offering of its kind in the data center industry, Green Power Pass (“GPP”) is a data center renewable energy solution that gives customers the ability to include the power they consume at any Iron Mountain data center as green power in their CDP, RE100, GRI, or other sustainability reporting.

Iron Mountain data centers have been powered by 100% renewable electricity since 2017. As a result, Green Power Pass brings the data center buyer and the corporate sustainability team together for the first time as they can now work together to achieve a cost effective green power solution.

Data centers are a large source of Greenhouse Gas (GHG) or carbon emission power consumption for many mid to large-sized organizations. As a result, being able to count colocation power as “green” means not having to go through time-consuming, costly efforts like purchasing renewable energy credits to offset the impacts of data center operations.

With GPP, customers can claim their Iron Mountain colocation power consumption as green immediately upon contract execution. Additionally, once a year prior to reporting time, Iron Mountain provides a fully audited letter of attestation for all GPP customers to use in their reporting and assurance process. CDP made easy.
GPP attestation covers the entire amount of power consumed throughout the previous calendar year for both IT loads and associated PUE, assuming the organization was an Iron Mountain data center customer during that period.

A GAME CHANGER FOR YOUR SUSTAINABILITY PROGRAM

Green Power Pass is important for data center customers with sustainability programs as it adds a significant amount of renewable energy to their overall power consumption mix. With significantly more green power to report, GPP customers achieve their sustainability objectives faster and with minimal effort. This can mean big savings for hyperscale data center customers.

HOW DOES GREEN POWER PASS WORK?

Green Power Pass is underpinned by Future of Internet Power (“FoIP”) standards, a consortium that includes contributors from public reporting agencies like CDP and WRI. The FoIP white paper defines how colocation providers are to procure and deliver renewable power to their facilities in order to claim their power as renewable and enable the recognized transfer of green power to customers.

Iron Mountain combines the FoIP principles with a transparent and audited chain of custody process to ensure maximum data integrity.

WHO CAN PURCHASE A GREEN POWER PASS?

Any Iron Mountain data center customer - regardless of size, location, spend, or type - is eligible to purchase a Green Power Pass at any time during their contract term. The most likely organizations to need a GPP are enterprise or hyperscale users who have a public sustainability commitment or want to do their part to help create a greener grid for everyone.

HOW MUCH DOES A GREEN POWER PASS COST?

GPP will be made available free of charge to all customers who sign up during the “Early Adopter” promotional period as our way of saying thank you for using our power for good.

HOW LONG DOES IT TAKE TO GET A GREEN POWER PASS?

GPP is effective immediately upon contract execution, meaning customers can claim all power consumed the prior year as green on their CDP reporting at that time.

Letters of attestation will be issued once per year prior to customer commencement of CDP auditing.

WHICH DATA CENTERS ARE COVERED BY GPP?

Customers may procure a Green Power Pass to address power consumed at any Iron Mountain data center.

HOW TO GET YOUR GPP

Email a GPP request to your IMDC account team or submit a ticket using the online portal.

This promotional period ends June 30, 2019, prior-to-which a long-term pricing plan will be announced.
ADDED VALUE

PROMOTE THE FACT THAT YOU ARE A RESPONSIBLE DATA CENTER STEWARD WITH A VALID GREEN POWER PASS BADGE, GREEN POWER PASS SEAL, AND A GREEN POWER PASS PLAQUE FOR YOUR WORKSPACE.

GET YOUR VALID GREEN POWER PASS BADGE
Every Green Power Pass customer receives an Iron Mountain Valid Green Power Pass badge to use in email footers, websites, online advertising, and other digital use cases to show your commitment to sustainability and renewable energy in the data center.

GREEN POWER PASS SEAL
As part of the Green Power Pass package, every customer attaining a valid GPP will receive a letter of attestation validation the amount of power authorized to be included in the customer CDP report. The letter contains the official 100% GPP Renewable Power seal for authenticity purposes.

VALID GREEN POWER PASS DISPLAY MEDALLION
Upon execution of the Green Power Pass agreement, customers may receive a Valid Green Power Pass medallion upon request to be displayed in the lobby area or like space of the customer’s office building. The medallion is clear with a frosted seal as to fit in well with any color scheme.
SUPPORT

IRON MOUNTAIN ENGAGES WITH THE FOLLOWING ORGANIZATIONS AND INITIATIVES AS PART OF OUR ONGOING COMMITMENT TO GLOBAL SUSTAINABILITY.

GET YOUR GPP

READY TO GET YOUR GPP? NEED MORE INFORMATION? HERE’S HOW TO ENGAGE.

1. Customers: submit your GPP request 24 hours a day using the online IMDC customer portal
2. Customers: email your GPP request to your dedicated IMDC account team
3. Not an IMDC customer? Email your GPP request to our general mailbox - datacenters@ironmountain.com.
ABOUT IRON MOUNTAIN

Iron Mountain Incorporated (NYSE: IRM), founded in 1951, is the global leader for storage and information management services. Trusted by more than 225,000 organizations around the world, and with a real estate network of more than 90 million square feet across more than 1,400 facilities in over 50 countries, Iron Mountain stores and protects billions of valued assets, including critical business information, highly sensitive data, and cultural and historical artifacts. Providing solutions that include information management, digital transformation, secure storage, secure destruction, as well as data centers, cloud services and art storage and logistics, Iron Mountain helps customers lower cost and risk, comply with regulations, recover from disaster, and enable a digital way of working. Visit http://www.ironmountain.com for more information.
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